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The 2021 Mw 7.3 Maduo earthquake revealed the significant seismic hazard of

faults developed within the Bayan Har Block of eastern Tibet, China (e.g., the

Kunlun Pass–Jiangcuo Fault). Relocated aftershock data are in good agreement

with the Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) coseismic

displacement field and field investigations. In this study, we used aftershock

point cloud fitting tomodel the relocated aftershocks of theMaduo earthquake,

and obtained the detailed geometry and characteristics of the seismogenic

fault. Based on InSAR coseismic deformation, the geometric model of the

seismogenic fault and its slip distribution were retrieved. The results show that

this event was shallow (0–10 km) and characterized by sinistral strike-slip

motion. We identified four asperities along the fault strike; the maximum slip

of 4.84 m occurred on the eastern segment of the fault, in an area where the

strike changed. The results suggest that the central segment of the main

seismogenic fault is mature and smooth, while western and eastern

segments are complex and immature.
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1 Introduction

On 22May 2021, aMw 7.3 earthquake occurred inMaduo County, China; the event was

located in the interior of the Bayan Har Block and close to the Kunlun Fault. According to

the China Earthquake Networks Center (CENC), the epicenter was located at 98.34°E &

34.58°N with a focal depth of 10 km. The W phase focal mechanism reported by the

United States Geological Survey (USGS) indicates dominant left-lateral strike-slip motion.

Field investigations conducted immediately after the earthquake, Interferometric Synthetic

Aperture Radar (InSAR) coseismic deformation, and regional tectonics all confirm that the

seismogenic fault was the Kunlun Pass–Jiangcuo Fault (KPJF), located between the

Maduo–Gande Fault (MGF) to the north and the Gande South Rim Fault (GSF) to the

south (Figure 1). InSAR and field data indicate a surface rupture zone of ~160 km in length,
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featuring complex local surface structures such as tensile step

zones, shear fractures, tensile and shear cracks, compression,

and swelling (Chen et al., 2021; Zhi-min et al., 2021; Pan et al.,

2022; Ren et al., 2022). The obvious segmentation of the surface

rupture adds complexity to the interpretation of fault segmentation

and subsurface geometry of the seismogenic fault.

Strong earthquakes tends to occur alongmajor boundary faults

that surround the Bayan Har Block (Zhang et al., 2003; Parsons

et al., 2008; Tobita et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2013; Fang et al., 2018);

historic examples include the 2008 Mw 7.8Wenchuan earthquake,

2010 Mw 6.9 Yushu earthquake, 2017 Mw 7.0 Jiuzhaigou

earthquake, and 2008 Mw 7.3 Yutian earthquake. Among the

FIGURE 1
Tectonic setting and strong historical earthquakes on the Tibetan Plateau. (A) Tectonic setting of the Tibetan Plateau and Bayan Har Block. The
red beach ball represents the United States Geological Survey (USGS; https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes) focal mechanism of the 2021 Mw 7.
3 Maduo earthquake. Gray lines represent active faults, and red lines represents block boundary faults. Blue arrows show Global Positioning System
(GPS) interseismic velocities with ellipses indicating uncertainties. Black circles represent historical earthquakes of Mw ≥ 7.0 (1 January
1976–20May 2021; https://www.globalcmt.org). (B) Source region of the 2021 Maduo earthquake. Blue dots indicate historical Mw > 5 earthquakes.
(1 January 1990–20 May 2021; https://www.globalcmt.org). Green circles are aftershocks. Red circles are nearby cities. The red line donates the
surface rupture of the 2021 Maduo earthquake. The blue and purple boxes are the spatial coverage of the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images on
ascending and descending orbits, respectively. Blue arrows are the same as in (A).
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block bounding faults, the Kunlun Fault on the northern margin

and the Xianshuihe–Yushu–Malgaechaka Fault on the southern

margin facilitate the eastward movement of crustal material (Li

et al., 2004; Qi-Dong et al., 2010; Qi-Dong et al., 2014) and are

considered likely candidates for future large earthquakes (Wen

et al., 2011). However, secondary faults near the Kunlun Fault zone,

including the MGF, KPJF, GSF and Dari Fault (DRF), are

systematically overlooked and their seismic hazards significantly

underestimated. This changed with the 2021 Mw 7.3 Maduo

earthquake, which was unusual in that it occurred within the

Bayan Har Block. This event showed that secondary faults parallel

to the main boundary faults have the ability to host strong

earthquakes (Mw > 7), albeit with the main boundary faults

bearing most of the tectonic loading and release. Thus, the

geometry and kinematics of the source fault of the Maduo

earthquake is of great importance for better understanding of

seismogenesis along secondary faults within the Bayan Har Block.

When complex fault geometry constrained by aftershocks is

used as a priori information, the robustness of the fault slipmodel

constrained by InSAR observations is potentially improved, and

uncertainties in the slip model caused by simplification of fault

geometry is reduced (Dietz and Ellsworth, 1990; Ziv, 2006;

Chiarabba et al., 2009; Wan et al., 2016). Compared with

geodetic (Global Navigation Satellite System [GNSS], InSAR,

etc.) and seismic waveform data, relocated aftershock data can

constrain the geometry of the deep fault with higher resolution as

each aftershock can be regarded as an observation point

(Hauksson, 2010; Powers and Jordan, 2010; Valoroso et al.,

2014). Previous studies have shown that spatio-temporal

evolution of aftershocks reflects the complex activity of the

deep portion of the fault, including surrounding structures

and secondary fractures (Perrin et al., 2021). Aftershocks of

the Maduo earthquake confirmed the geometric complexity of

the deep seismogenic fault (Wang et al., 2021).

As such, the 2021 Maduo earthquake provides a rare

opportunity to obtain the fault geometric parameters from

both aftershocks and InSAR measurements, and to discuss the

physical and mechanical properties of the seismogenic fault. In

this study, we used an integrated inversion of both point cloud-

fitted relocated aftershock data and InSAR coseismic

deformation measurements to evenly more robustly reveal the

complexity of the seismogenic source fault and slip distribution

of the Maduo earthquake.

2 Aftershock data and fault plane
fitting

2.1 Aftershock data

In this study, we used 1,240 relocated aftershocks that

occurred in the 9 days after the earthquake (Wang et al.,

2021). The aftershock distribution shows a very obvious linear

trend along a NW–SE direction (Figure 2A) between the GSF to

the south and MGF & Dago-Changmahe Fault (DCF) to the

north; it interests with the latter two faults at the eastern end and

with the southern margin of Eling Lake at the western end.

Aftershocks show obvious segmentation characteristics, with

dense clusters along the western segment, relatively sparse

clusters along the central segment, and a large gap along the

eastern segment. In addition, aftershocks along the eastern

segment bifurcated when they intersect the MGF; most

aftershocks shifted to the north, while a smaller number

continued to extend southeast for ~10 km. The majority of

aftershocks were concentrated at 5–15 km depth (Figure 2B).

According to previous research on aftershock clusters, the

geometry of the fault has varied dip angles from west to east.

2.2 Fault plane fitting method

Before mathematical fitting, the outlier factor analysis

algorithm was used to filter aftershocks, with outliers removed

to ensure the accuracy of subsequent fault plane fitting. Outlier

factors (LOF) based on the density of clusters, tokening

aftershocks with a much lower density than neighboring

clusters as an outlier, were used to remove outliers that

deviated significantly from the fault plane (Figure 3; Breunig

et al., 2000). We also filtered out those outliers with abnormal

spatial distributions.

First, we calculated the distance rd(p, o) between point p and
point:

rd(p, o) � max {kd(p), d(p, o) (1)

where kd(p) is the distance from point p to the nearest k-th

point, and d(p, o) is the actual distance between p and o. The

local density of point p is defined as lrdk(p), and

lrdk(p) �
∣∣∣∣Nk(p)∣∣∣∣

∑o∈Nk(p)rdk(p, o) (2)

where, Nk(p) is the number of all points within the kd(p)

distance from point p. The LOF value of point p can be

expressed as:

LOFk(p) � ∑o∈Nk(p)lrdk(o)∣∣∣∣Nk(p)∣∣∣∣lrdk(p) (3)

After obtaining the LOF values of each aftershock, we found

that points with LOF >1.5 were obvious outliers; these were

removed for subsequent calculations (Figure 3).

Then, we projected the three dimensional (3D) aftershocks

onto a two dimensional plane to fit the geometry of the fault (Wang

et al., 2019). This method has been used by Wang et al. in the

2016 Central Italy earthquake. They used aftershock data to quickly

discover the geometry of four main faults and three secondary

faults. We divide the aftershocks into regions according to their
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distribution trends. Based on the singular value decomposition

(SVD) algorithm, 3D aftershock distributions were mathematically

matched with the fault planes (Wang et al., 2019).

A more accurate fit was achieved by performing a loop

procedure, as shown in Figure 4, to filter out the influence of outliers.

The location, length, and depth of the fault are a priori

parameters that need to be manually identified. We believe that

aftershocks basically occur on faults, so the area where

aftershocks are obviously concentrated is the location of

faults; The length of the fault is determined by the

FIGURE 2
Spatiotemporal evolution of aftershocks following the 2021 Mw 7.3 Maduo earthquake. (A)Map of aftershock locations, where colored circles
are aftershocks at different depths and the solid black line is the active fault. The pink lines are the surface ruptures. The red beach ball represents the
United States Geological Survey (USGS; https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes) mainshock focal mechanism. MGF: Maduo–Gande Fault, DCF:
Dagou–Changmahe Fault, GSF: Gande South Rim Fault, DRF: Dari Fault. (B)Depth distribution of aftershocks along the fault zone, where colors
denote days after the mainshock.

FIGURE 3
Relocated aftershock data (A,C) before and (B,D) after filtering. Aftershocks in red are those identified as outliers based on the outlier
factors (LOF).
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segmentation of the reference surface rupture and the zoning

state of aftershocks. According to the nature of the strike-slip

earthquake and the depth distribution of aftershocks, the fault

depth is set as 0–20 km. In other words, according to the

segmentation of aftershocks and faults, different rectangular

ranges were selected, and aftershocks within each range were

used to fit the fault parameters within that rectangular range.

Then, the precise geometric parameters of the fault could be

quickly calculated by plane fitting. From the obtained fault

orientation (a, b, c), the strike and dip of the fault were

calculated by:

strike � atan2(sign(c) × a, sin(c) × b) (4)

dip � acos( c����������
a2 + b2 + c2

√ ) (5)

where sign(n) indicates that the element in parentheses is equal

to one if n is regular and -1 if n is negative.

The advantage of the proposed method is that it reduces

the subjectivity and tedious work of artificial identification,

and the fault parameters are obtained by mathematical

method, have more reliable information about the depth of

the fault.

2.3 Aftershock fitted fault plane
parameters

We established a preliminary fault geometry model with five

segments (F1, F2, F4–F6; Figure 5 and Table 1) based on the fault

plane fitting method described above. F1 is nearly parallel to the

main fault and occurs at depths of 0–20 km depth; it did not

break the surface. F2, F4, and F5 represent the main seismogenic

fault and F6 is the eastern branch fault. The model is in good

agreement with surface ruptures observed in the field and with

InSAR coseismic deformation along the western (F1 in Figure 5)

and eastern (F4–F6 in Figure 5) segments. However, it deviates

~4 km north of the surface rupture along the central segment

(F2 in Figure 5), for which we also identified a wide aftershock

zone (Figure 5C). After filtering and mathematically fitting the

aftershocks, we identified another segment (F3 in Figure 5),

which is consistent with both the surface ruptures observed by

field investigation and the InSAR coseismic measurements.

Within the fault geometric parameters, the location and

length of the fault were determined from the manually selected

aftershocks, with the selection criteria being the aftershock

distribution characteristics. After repeated tests, we found that

the impact of manual frame selection error on the geometric

parameters was mainly associated with the length and depth,

while the error in fault strike and dip angle was ~1°, which

indicates the internal reliability of the parameters. The

algorithm we used could only obtain simple and plane fault

models (REFS). However, our aftershock fitted fault plane

model (AFFP) model is consistent with the fault

segmentation of field investigation, unlike the model in Jun

et al. (2021) and He et al. (2021). Moreover, we used F2 to

explain the mismatch between aftershocks and the surface

trace, which was not considered in past studies. Our final

AFFP model is stable and can reflect the actual situation of

aftershock data; as such, we used this model to explore the fault

slip distribution of the Maduo earthquake.

3 InSAR coseismic data and fault slip
inversion

3.1 InSAR coseismic displacement

We derived coseismic displacement associated with the

Maduo earthquake using Sentinel-1 IW mode SAR images.

We selected tracks that completely covered the seismic region.

The pre-earthquake (20May 2021) and post-earthquake (26May

2021) images were processed using the GAMMA software

(Werner et al., 2000). The National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) Shuttle Radar Topography Mission

(SRTM) 3-arc-sec digital elevation model (DEM) was used to

geocode the images and remove topographic phases. During

processing, SAR images were multi-looked in the range (by 10)

FIGURE 4
Fault plane fitting algorithm.
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FIGURE 5
Results of fault geometry fitting and profiles. (A) Segmentation of the fitted fault plane. Red boxes are the surface projection of the inferred fault
plane from aftershocks, blue boxes denote the swath used to project aftershock data, and the solid red line is fault trace projected up-dip. (B–E)
Aftershock profiles within each segment of the fault.

TABLE 1 Best fault parameters of each fault segment.

Fault segment Strike/° Dip angle/° Start point
and end
point/Longitude, latitude

Length/km Depth of
leading edge/km

Base depth
of fault
plane/km

F1 −260 83 97.5033°E, 34.8071°N 34 0 20

97.8715°E, 34.7576°N

F2 −75 84 97.8828°E, 34.7542°N 65 6 20

98.5696°E, 34.6069°N

F3 −75 89 97.7641°E, 34.7415°N 92 0 20

98.6233°E, 34.5573°N

F4 −69 88 98.6506°E, 34.5676°N 28 0 20

98.9726°E, 34.4663°N

F5 85 89 99.0018°E, 34.4618°N 36 0 20

99.3504°E, 34.4780°N

F6 −265 86 99.0018°E, 34.4618°N 22 0 20

99.29872°E, 34.3833°N
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and azimuth (by 2) directions. After enhanced registration with

an accuracy of <0.001 pixels, the interferometric phase was

filtered using an adaptive spectral filtering algorithm and then

unwrapped using the minimum cost flow algorithm (Werner

et al., 2002). Finally, deformation maps were projected to the

geographic coordinate system to obtain the coseismic

displacement fields of the Maduo earthquake (Figure 6A and

Figure 6B).

The InSAR coseismic displacement fields show that the

seismogenic fault of the Maduo earthquake is almost parallel

to the Kunlun Fault and may be connected with the East Kunlun

fault zone at its eastern end. The observed coseismic deformation

had wide spatial coverage and clear discontinuities across the

surface ruptures, indicating that the coseismic rupture broke the

surface. Obvious geometrical distortion and bifurcation at the

eastern end of the fault indicate complex fault geometry. The

maximum uplift and subsidence in line-of-slight (LOS)

displacement across the fault was ~0.9 m (Figure 6). The same

numerical magnitudes but different symbols between ascending

and descending LOS displacement fields indicate mainly sinistral

strike-slip motion. The InSAR deformation is consistent with the

trace of observed surface ruptures (Figure 6B and Figure 6D; Zhi-

min et al., 2021), with only a small amount of obvious deviation

in the easternmost region.

FIGURE 6
Coseismic displacement fields of the Maduo earthquake. Red lines denote the surface rupture traces from field investigations. (A) Ascending
obits co-seismic deformation fields; (B) Descending obits co-seismic deformation fields. (C–H) Observation, predicition and residual of fault slip
distribution inversion results.
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3.2 Inversion schemes

Based on the Okada elastic half-space dislocation model

(Okada, 1985), the Green’s functions connecting fault

parameters and the observed surface deformation were

expressed as:

d � S(x)*G + ε (6)
where d is observed deformation, S(x) is the fault parameters, G is

the Green’s functions, and Ɛ is the error associated with the

observation and model. Since we established the six-segment

fault model based on aftershock fitting, the parameter S(x) only

contains one variable (U) to be calculated. The nonlinear

function was transformed into a linear function between the

coseismic slip and the observations as follows:

d � Gm + ε (7)
where m is the slip on each sub-fault. We imposed a smoothness

constraint to ensure that the stress drop had appropriate

roughness. Then, we inverted the slip distribution to find the

best solution of the objective function. The corresponding

mathematical expression is:

F(m) � ‖Gm − d‖2 + α2‖Hm‖2 (8)

where α2 is a smoothing factor, H is the Laplace operator, and

‖Hm‖2 is the roughness of fault slip. The steepest descent method

(SDM) was used to invert the coseismic slip distribution (Wang

et al., 2013; Hong-Wei et al., 2016).

Deformation field data sampled by uniform down-sampling

were used for the inversion. In addition, owing to errors

introduced by unwrapping, we removed InSAR deformation

data in the near field of the fault (±0.02°). Finally, we

obtained 6,562 and 6,339 data points for the descending and

ascending tracks, respectively. We then set the maximum

iteration to 10,000, which is sufficiently large for convergence.

The rake angle ranged from −50° to 50°, which is consistent with

the left-lateral strike-slip motion of the 2021 Maduo earthquake.

The fault plane wasmeshed into a series of 2 × 2 km sub-faults for

inversion. Notably, there are step-overs among the F3, F4, and

F5 segments of the AFFP model (Figure 5).

3.3 Fault slip distribution

From the inversion results, the revolvedmoment magnitude of

this earthquake is Mw 7.41. Four asperities were found during the

inversion, along with dominant sinistral strike slipmotion, which is

consistent with the focal mechanism (Figure 7A and Figure 7B). In

addition, we also identified some normal slip (with a rake angle of ~

-50°) at greater depths along the F3 and F5 segments. The peak slip

of 4.8 m was located at the junction area of F5. Most of the

coseismic slip was concentrated between 0 and 10 km depth

and aftershock locations are complementary to the mainshock

fault slip (Figure 8). For the residual of the inversion constrained by

InSAR data, we found that predicted coseismic deformation on

both ascending and descending tracks was consistent with the

observations in terms of pattern and magnitude (Figures 7C–H).

Our aftershock-fitted, variable-dip, segmented fault model

was able to explain the LOS displacement asymmetry on the

north and south sides of the fault, and was consistent with the

InSAR displacement field. Among the six segments, F2 is a

secondary fault and F6 is a bifurcation fault. In the inversion

results of coseismic slip distribution, the maximum slip

momentum on F2 and F6 was <2 m, further confirming that

F1, F3, F4, and F5 represent the main fault. The main rupture

occurred in the intersection area of the F3 and F4 segments. The

slip amount on the eastern fault was significantly greater than

that on the western fault, confirming that the Maduo earthquake

had a unilateral rupture trend. F5 had the largest slippage and

formed a bifurcation structure with F6. We speculate that there

may be a structure between F5 and F6 that hindered fracture

extension along the same trend.

We compared our coseismic slip model with the results of four

other studies. In terms of fault morphology, Jun et al. (2021)

determined a single-section bending fault model with a fixed dip

angle. The single-strike single-dip fault models used by Zhi-min et

al. (2021) and the USGS (2021) were constrained by Global

Positioning System (GPS) data and seismic wave data,

respectively. He et al. (2021) used a six-segment fault model

with variable strike and dip angles, reflecting the segmented

characteristics of faults. Hong et al. (2022) reconstructed a

model of one main fault and one secondary fault slip using

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar and Global

Positioning System data. In terms of slip magnitude, the

maximum slip of the Jun et al. (2021) and Zhi-min et al. (2021)

models was ~4–5 m, located on the eastern segment; themaximum

slip of the USGS (2021) model was ~3.2 m, the maximum slip of

He et al. (2021) model was ~5 m, and that of the Hong et al. (2022)

model was ~4.07 m. However, while the slip distributions of the

different models differed, each showed multiple slip zones. The

main difference between ourmodel and theirs is that ourmodel has

more complex geometry (dip angle, segmental type and secondary

fault), but the inversion results are consistent with theirs (slip

magnitude and location of slip zones). The differences among the

models reflect the different data sources and constraints; however,

they all contribute to the study of the Maduo earthquake.

4 Discussion

4.1 Complexity of the maduo fault zone

The seismogenic structure of the 2021 Maduo mainshock

was a 160 km E–W striking fault. Among the segments identified

in this study, F2 and F3 run parallel to each other; F2 hosted most

of the aftershocks. In past studies of the Maduo earthquake, the
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FIGURE 7
Coseismic slip distribution of the aftershock fitted fault plane (AFFP) model in a 3D viewing. (A) Slip distributions on the fault segments F1, F3, F4,
and F6 in a 3D viewing; (B) Slip distribution on the secondary fault F2 and the F5 main fault in a 3D viewing. Pink circles are aftershocks within
2–15 days after the mainshock.

FIGURE 8
Slip distributions of the six fault segments in a 2D viewing.
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western part of the seismogenic fault (97.8°E~98.5°E) was

assumed to have a non-vertical dip angle; for example, 65°

(Zhao et al., 2021) or 72° (He et al., 2021). By comparing the

aftershock data with surface trace observations, it was assumed

that aftershocks located north of the surface trace indicated a

north-inclined fault. However, as shown in Figure 5, this does not

account for the deep aftershock characteristics. In contrast, we

used the aftershock data to fit a near-vertical fault model with a

good fitting degree to the surface rupture. Instead of a single

inclined fault, our results suggest that aftershocks along

F2 actually reveal a secondary fault parallel to the main fault

(F3). Despite relatively few aftershocks, we confirmed that F3 was

the main fault by removing the F3 from the model. The

subsequent fitting results were inconsistent with the InSAR

and offset data, confirming that F2 cannot replace F3 as the

main coseismic slip surface. Our fault model only matched the

observed data when slip on both F2 and F3 was assumed.

Previous studies have shown that, after a large mainshock,

aftershocks can occur on secondary faults parallel to the main

fault, or may be distributed along both the main fault and its

secondary faults (Perrin et al., 2021). Fault zones are formed of

three main features: a cataclasite core (Scholz, 1987), dilatant

damage zone (Vermilye and Scholz, 1998; Faulkner et al., 2011;

Savage and Brodsky, 2011), and shear deformation zone (Powers

and Jordan, 2010). In a strike-slip fault, shear deformation zone

contains multiple sets of secondary faults, including secondary

faults parallel to the main fault. In the case of the 2021 Maduo

earthquake, complex topographic and geomorphic features (e.g.,

near-surface water and soft sediments; Yuan et al., 2022) may

have reduced the positioning accuracy of aftershocks and caused

a loss of plane features. As a result, we could not judge whether

the aftershock in F2 area occurred on the secondary fault parallel

to the main fault or on the secondary fault conjugate to it.

Therefore, we also need to admit another case, the F2 fault

obtained by the aftershock is actually a discrete rupture zone (It is

composed of several secondary faults conjugated to the main fault)

in the shear rupture zone of the strike-slip earthquake (Little et al.,

1995). This means that most of the aftershocks in this region occur

along the discrete rupture zone. Field observations of the surface

fracture (Yuan et al., 2022) revealed discrete secondary cracks along

the F3 segment, but no obvious continuous fracture, which also

verified the existence of conjugate secondary faults. Thus, we

suggest that the F2 segment of our AFFP model represents a

discrete rupture zone or an immature secondary fault that was

FIGURE 9
(A,B) The coulomb stress changes of the seismogenic fault plane after the Mado earthquake; (C) Projections of the F2, F3 faults and aftershocks
on the surface. Pink circles are aftershocks within 0–15 days after the mainshock.
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activated by the coseismic rupture. However, in this paper, we still

prefer to consider F2 as a secondary fault parallel to the main fault.

4.2 Physical and mechanical properties of
the seismogenic fault

Along the seismogenic faults of continental strike-slip

earthquakes, the structural maturity can vary with strike owing

to the lateral propagation of the fault over time (Perrin et al., 2016).

Thus, we could use our segmented fault slip parameters to describe

local variation in maturity along the fault and the strain distribution

characteristics of the seismogenic fault system. Previous studies have

shown that, in the absence of data on net fault displacement, the

geological slip rate can be also used as a proxy for net displacement

in evaluating the overall maturity of the fault (Wesnousky, 1988;

Stirling et al., 1996; Choy and Kirby, 2004; Manighetti et al., 2007;

Hecker et al., 2010; Niemeijer et al., 2010; Dolan and Haravitch,

2014; Perrin et al., 2016); as net fault displacement increases, the fault

grows and becomes more “mature”; that is, faults with large

coseismic slip momentum can be considered more mature.

According to Perrin et al., the total width of active shear zone

around the main fault plane of mature and immature faults is

1.0–2.5km and 6–9km, respectively. In the Maduo earthquake, we

believe that the aftershock distribution reveals the total width of the

active shear deformation zone, which is about 5km, which proves

that the seismogenic fault of the Maduo earthquake is not fully

developed and mature.

According to both the slip magnitude (Figure 8) and large

number of aftershocks, F2 represents an immature fault. F3 and

F4, located on the central–eastern fault, have relatively smooth

vertical planes; as a result, they can release a lot of stress quickly

resulting in large coseismic slip and few aftershocks. Moreover,

the central part of the seismogenic fault (F3 and F4) has the

minimum rotation component and only slight extrusion and

extensional deformation (Zhao et al., 2021), reflecting obvious

linear fracture characteristics and the maturity of the segment. As

such, we conclude that the main fault is relatively mature.

However, the complex fault segmental structure of the Maduo

earthquake shows that the seismogenic faults are generally not

mature. This Maduo earthquake reveals the difficulty of assessing

the seismic risk of immature strike-slip faults (Li et al., 2022).

We calculate the coseismic Coulomb stress changes (CSC) on

the seismogenic fault plane using friction coefficients of 0.4 (Toda et

al., 2011). The calculation results show that the maximum stress

loading on the whole fault plane is ~47bar, located in the western

half of fault F6, this explains the importance of F6 in tectonic

development, and the maximum stress unloading is ~17bar, located

in the areawhere the end of F4 is about to bifurcation into F5 and F6.

We speculate that there may be a hard inelastic triangular structure

beneath the F6 segment at the easternmost segment of the fault, and

that this structure prevented the rupture from extending along the

original strike. Instead, the rupture changed to a northward

orientation along the F5 segment, on which there was a

significant rupture and a large amount of coseismic deformation.

Our results show that most aftershocks occur in the regions with

positive CSC and few in the negative CSC regions (Figure 9A and

Figure 9B). There are a large number of aftershocks in the stress

loading area of F2 fault, which also verifies the reliability of F2model.

5 Conclusion

A good fitting relationship between the Maduo earthquake

aftershock sequence, InSAR deformation data, and field

observations reveal that the seismogenic fault of the KPJF has a

complex geometric structure. According to the segmented

characteristics of aftershock data, we used a mathematical method

to fit the AFFP with six fault segments. A secondary fault on the

western end of the fault zone, segment F2, did not reach the surface.

However, a continuous main fault (segments F1, F3–F5) experienced

large coseismic slip that ruptured to the surface. A branch fault

(segment F6) occurred at the easternmost end of the fault zone.

Using the AFFPmodel and InSAR deformation data to invert

the fault slip distribution, we found that the earthquake was a

shallow event (0–10 km) with dominant sinistral strike-slip

motion. Four asperities were identified and the maximum slip

of 4.84 m occurred on the eastern fault zone in an area where the

strike changed. We speculate that the central segments of the

main seismogenic fault are smooth and mature, with the

exception of a parallel secondary fault, while the western and

easternmost segments are complex and immature.
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